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Abstract—This paper discusses a rule-based approach for
visualizing proofs using tableaux techniques. Semantic Tableau
is usually used to prove by refutation. In addition, tableaux
techniques are commonly studied in different courses. Visual-
ization is an effective teaching methodology. The availability of
visualization methods that could be used by instructors is thus
important.

Index Terms—Tableau Proof, Visualization, Constraint Han-
dling Rules

I. INTRODUCTION

Semantic tableaux is a procedure used for checking sat-
isfiability [1] in propositional logic. Tableaux basically tries
to search for a model. If such a satisfying interpretation was
found then the expression is marked as satisfiable. Semantic
Tableaux could be applied for first-order logic formulas as well
as propositional logic. In the paper, we focus on propositional
logic for the proof of the concept. In this case, formulas could
be checked for satisfiability. In case the formula is satisfiable,
the tableaux would be able to find a model for it. For example
a formula a∧b∧(¬a∨¬b) is unsatisfiable. In this case, all the
branches of the corresponding tableau will be closed branches
indicating the lack of a model.

This methodology has been used in different contexts and
logics [2] [3]. Due to the importance of this proof technique,
it is also studied in different curricula.

The existence of visualization methodologies have proven
to be effective in teaching [4]. Throughout different studies,
groups using algorithm visualisation techniques had better
results than groups with classical methodologies [5]. Such vi-
sualization platforms could additionally be used by instructors
in classes and office hours.

The aim of the presented work is to provide a tool that
students and instructors would benefit from in the context of
tableaux proof techniques. With the new tool, the student could
evaluate any expression. The tool would thus be helpful in
learning as students get to see in a step-by-step manner how
the computation is done. In other words, the tool incorporates
the strength of visualization into studying tableaux proof
techniques. Instructors can also use visualization to provide
easy-to-follow examples in the classrooms. The tool uses
rules to represent the tableaux proof technique. In addition,
the visuaization details are represented using the so-called

annotation rules [6]–[8]. This makes the engine of the tool
declarative and extensible.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces se-
mantic tableaux in propositional logic using examples. Section
III introduces Constraint Handling Rules (CHR). Section IV
shows how the Tableaux technique was implemented using
rules through the use of CHR. Section V shows how the
tableau proof technique was visualized. The section gives
some examples as well. The paper finally concludes with
directions to future work.

II. SEMANTIC TABLEAUX

Semantic Tableaux tries to build back the truth table.
Semantic tableaux is in many cases used to prove by refutation.
In other words, in case the statement p is to be checked, we
would try to prove that ¬p is false. That way, p must be true
[1], [9].

With propositional logic however, we can use semantic
tableau to prove the satisfiability of an expression.

Without loss of generality, having rules for ∧,∨ and ¬
would produce sound and complete results. The rules are given
below:

a ∧ b

a

b

¬¬a

a

a ∨ b

a b

An expression a∧ b means that a and b have to be true. On
the other hand, the expression a ∨ b means that if a or if b is
true, the expression holds. That is why branching occurs since
it could be that one of the branches fails but the expression still
holds. Finally, ¬¬a means that a has to be true. These rules
are able to handle different types of expressions. A branch that
contains a contradiction is a closed branch and can never lead
to a solution.

For example the expression: a ∧ c ∧ ((¬a ∨ d) ∨ (b ∨ ¬c))
produces the tableau:



a

c

(¬a ∨ d) ∨ (b ∨ ¬c)

¬a ∨ d b ∨ ¬c
¬a d b ¬c

In this case, the first branch is a closed one due to the existence
of a and ¬a in it. The last branch is also closed because it
contains c and ¬c. The other two open branches represent two
possible models to the expression. The first model is having
a, c and d as true statements. The second model is to have a,
c and b as true statements.

III. CONSTRAINT HANDLING RULES

This section introduces Constraint Handling Rules (CHR)
[10]–[12]. CHR is a declarative rule-based language. CHR
was introduced for writing constraint solvers. However, due
to its declarativity and ease-of-use, it has developed into a
general purpose language. The rules of a CHR program act
on constraints in the constraint store. There are two types
of constraints: CHR or user-defined constraints and built-
in constraints handled by the host language. A CHR rule
consists of a head (H), a body (B) and an optional guard
(G). The guard is a condition for applying the rule. A rule
could also have a name. A head contains CHR constraints
only. A guard could only have built-in constraints. The body,
on the other side, could contain CHR or built-in constraints. A
CHR program consists of a set of “simpagation” rules. A CHR
rule is applicable if the store contains constraints matching
the constraints in the head of the rule and if the guard of
the rule is satisfied [11]. A simpagation rule has the form:

optional_rule_name @ HK \ HR ⇔ G | B.
A simpagation rule has two types of head constraints: HK

and HR. HK are the kept head constraints while HR are the
removed ones. On applying a simpagation rule, constraints
matching HR are removed from the constraint store while
the ones matching HK are kept in the store. There are
two special types of simpagation rules: simplification and
propagation rules. A simplification rule is a simpagation rule
with empty HK while a propagation rule has an empty HR.
A simplification rule has the form:

optional_rule_name @ HR ⇔ G | B.
Simplification rules replace the head constraints (HR) with the
body constraints (B). A propagation rule has the form:

optional_rule_name @ HK ⇒ G | B.
If a propagation rule is applied, it adds the body constraints
(B) to the constraint store. No constraints are thus removed

from the store [11]. A wide range of algorithms were imple-
mented through CHR. The following single-ruled program is
able to find the smallest number among a set of numbers. The
numbers are represented by the constraint min/1. Every time
the rule find_min is applied, two numbers (A and B) are
compared against each other. The guard makes sure that A
is less than B. The smaller number is kept in the constraint
store and the larger number is removed from the store. On
successive application of this rule, only the smallest number
survives.

f i n d _m i n @ min (A) \ min (B) <=> A<B | t rue .

The following example shows the constraint store
after each application of the rule for the query
min(6), min(5), min(4). The underlined constraints
represent the ones that matched the head of the rule. The first
application of the rule removes 6 and keeps 5. The second
application removes 5 and keeps only the constraint holding
4 in the constraint store. 4 is indeed the minimum number.

min(6),min(5),min(4)
↓

min(5),min(4)
↓

min(4)

IV. TABLEAUX WITH CONSTRAINT HANDLING RULES

CHR could be used to implement Boolean constraint sys-
tems [13], [14]. To implement the Tableaux proof technique
with CHR, different constraints were used. Each branch is
labeled with an identifier. Once a branch B is added, it is
assumed to be a successful branch by automatically adding
the constraint success(B). Each component in a branch
is represented by the constraint branch/3. For example, the
constraint, branch(BNum,L,E), represents the existence of
expression E in branch BNum at level L. In addition, the
total number of branches is represented by the constraint
branchesT(Num). The constraint branch/2 represents
the number of nodes in a branch. branch(2,1) means that
the branch identified by 2 has one node only.

A branch fails once it contains an expression and its
negation. This is represented by the CHR rule:

branchF @ b ra n ch (BNum, Level1 ,A) , b r an ch (BNum, Level2 ,
not (A) ) ==> b F a i l (BNum) .

In case a branch has a disjunction, branching happens. The
rule oring, handles this case. The rule is fired once branch
BNum has a disjunction at level (Level). In this case, two
new branches are added. The first branch is identified by the
number NumB. The second branch is identified with NumB1.
Using the constraint bAnces/2, the old branch is marked
as an ancestor for the two new branches. The rule is only
executed if the disjunction occurs at a so-far successful branch.
Otherwise there is no need to continue processing the branch.

o r i n g @ s u c c e s s (BNum) , b r an ch (BNum, Max ) \ b r an c h (BNum,
Level , or (A, B) ) , b r anchesT (NumB) <=> NumB1 i s
NumB + 1 , NumB2 i s NumB + 2 | b r a nc h (NumB, 1 ) ,
s u c c e s s (NumB) , b r an ch (NumB, 0 ,A) bAnces (NumB,BNum)



, b r a n ch (NumB1 , 1 ) , s u c c e s s (NumB1) , b r an ch (NumB1
, 0 , B) , bAnces (NumB1 ,BNum) , b ranchesT (NumB2) .

The rule failSucc sets a branch to fail if one of its
ancestors is a failed branch.

f a i l S u c c @ b F a i l (BNum) , bAnces ( NewBranch ,BNum) ==>
b F a i l ( NewBranch ) .

The rules branchF2, and branchF3, handle the cases
where a branch and its ancestor have contradicting nodes in
this case the child branch fails.

branchF2 @ b ra nc h (BNum1 , Level1 ,A) , b r a nc h (BNum2 ,
Level2 , not (A) ) , bAnces (BNum, BNum1) ==> b F a i l (BNum)
.

branchF3 @ b ra nc h (BNum1 , Level1 , not (A) ) , b r a nc h (BNum2 ,
Level2 ,A) , bAnces (BNum, BNum1) ==> b F a i l (BNum) .

The rule newAnc handles the transitivity of the ancestor
relation. It states that whenever B is an ancestor of A and C
is an ancestor of B then C is an ancestor for A.

newAnc @ bAnces (A, B) , bAnces (B , C) ==> bAnces (A, C) .

In case the unsatisfiability is to be checked for, the following
rule is added:

cleanUp @ f i n i s h \ s u c c e s s ( _ ) <=> f a i l .

The rule cleanUp makes sure the program fails if there is a
branch that succeeds.

An example of querying the program is

s t a r t , e x p r e s s i o n ( and ( [ a , not ( a ) , or ( b , or ( c , d ) ) ] ) ) ,
f i n i s h .

In this case the expression to be checked is a∧¬(a)∧(b∨(c∨
d)). As seen from the query the expression is embedded within
the constraint expression. Two auxiliary constraints are
also added: start and finish. The constraint start/0
initializes the procedure. It triggers the rule:

r u l e S t a r t @ s t a r t <=> branchesT ( 1 ) , b r a n ch ( 0 , 0 ) ,
s u c c e s s ( 0 ) .

The rule ruleStart adds the initial branch identified with
0. The total number of branches are thus one. The total
number of nodes in branch 0 is set to be zero. The rule expr
handles the initial expression entered through the query. The
rule expr adds the conjuncts of the expression to the main
branch (branch 0).

exp r @ b ra nc h ( 0 ,Num) , e x p r e s s i o n ( and ( [A | B ] ) ) <=> Num1
i s Num + 1 ,N1 i s Num−1| b r a n ch ( 0 ,Num1) , b r an ch
( 0 ,Num,A) , e x p r e s s i o n ( and (B) ) .

V. VISUALIZATION OF TABLEAUX PROOFS

The idea is to use the graph visualization methodology
introduced in [15] in addition to the animation procedure
introduced in [6] to animate the CHR implementation of the
proof technique.

Fig. 1. Annotating a branch

A. Annotation Rules for Animating CHR

In [6], annotation rules were used in CHRAnim to visualize
the execution of CHR programs. The idea was to associate
an occurrence of textsfCHR constraint with a visual object.
Thus, whenever the constraint was added/removed, the cor-
responding visual objects gets added/removed. By time, this
would produce an animation of the algorithm implemented
by the program. The annotated constraints in this case are
the “interesting constraints” whose occurrence affect the data
structure manipulated by the program. Users are provided wit
an interface through which they can associate a constraint
with a graphical object as shown in Figure 1. Once the user
choose the graphical object, the node is populated with the
corresponding parameters. CHRAnim could be used with any
visualization platform. The engine is able to read the available
objects file. On otherwords, CHRAnim outsources the actual
visualization to existing platform to move the intelligence of
the system to the annotations instead. Each parameter can have
a different type of value including:

1) A constant value e.g. green, 100.
2) The result of the function valueOf(Arg) such that

Arg is one of the arguments of the annotated constraint.
The value could also be an expression hat contains combina-
tions of constant values and outputs of the valueOf function.

The annotation could also have a precondition for applica-
tion.

In addition, a rule could be annotated to have a visual
effect [6]. Due to space constraints the details of the rule
annotation are not given. In general the idea, is that the
rule is annotated with a constraint that is then given normal
graphical annotations. This is also done through the interface.
In this case, once the rule is executed, a visual effect happen



independent of whether the constraints added/removed are
interesting annotated constraints.

B. Producing Animations

In our case, the main aim is to annotate every
branch/3 constraint with a graphical node object. Each
branch(BNum,Level,E) is annotated with a node having
a green background. The name of the node is the result of
concatenating the branch number and the level. The text inside
the node is the expression E. The graphical interface through
which the user can do the annotations is given in Figure 1.

In addition the rule oring is annotated with two edge
graphical objects between the node containing the ored expres-
sion and the two new nodes. In this case the rule oring is anno-
tatd with a constraint e(OldNode,NewNode) where OldNode
and newNode contain the two identifiers. The constraint e/2
is then annotated with an edge object.

An example of the visualization is given in Figure 2(a).
In Figure 2(c), a different annotation was given. In this
annotation the constraint expression produces a node with
the remaining conjuncts as long as there are more than one.

Since the branch fails due to the existence of the two
expressions a and ¬(a), the rest of the tree is not shown.

Another annotation example would affect the result of
the visualization. In this case, the rule branchF could be
annotated with the action updateNode introduced in [15] to
change the color of the two nodes that cause the branch to
fail to the color pink. In this case, the new visualizaed tree is
shown in Figure 2(b).

Another example is given in Figure 3, in addition to the
basic annotations, the rules branchF2 and branchF3 were
similarly annotated to highlight the contradicting nodes in the
sub-branch only.

As seen from the previous examples, throughout changing
the annotations, different visualizations were produced. This
could thus allow an instructor to adjust the visualization in the
way they see suitable and most fitting to the taught material.

VI. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

The tool presented enables students to see how expressions
get evaluation with the Tableaux techniques visually. The
engine behind the platform uses annotations rules to abstract
the details of the visualization and the proof production. The
annotations could thus be pre-set for one time and used by all
the students. Annotations could be also provided through an
interface to eliminate the need of knowing any of the details.
In the future, the platform should be extended with First Order
logic constructs. Variables should be also handled and different
types of expressions are to be explored.
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(a) Output (b) Output with different annota-
tion

(c) Output with another differ-
ent annotation

Fig. 2. Example

(a) Example with Branching (b) Failed sub-branch (c) Another Failed sub-branch

Fig. 3. Another Example


